
Mrs New’s             
recommended reads

Over the next few pages there are more than 70 utterly 
brilliant books recommended by Mrs New.  Whether you 
love adventure stories, thought-provoking novels,           
scary tales or simply a fun read, there’s sure to be 
something here to enjoy.  Look out for books with         
stars to indicate Mrs New’s special favourites.



A thriller set in a dark future Middle 
children will especially love it!

A fast-paced action book, 
perfect for anyone fascinated  
by adventure and flight.  

How can someone disappear 
from the London Eye?

A tech-savvy detective duo 
fights crime in London.

Mrs New’s             
recommended reads:                        

Action, Adventure & Mystery



A courageous journey by an 
African-American – based on a 
true story.

Classic unforgettable 
adventure.

A mystery adventure with a boy 
and beetle in search of a 
missing dad.

Michael is stranded on an 
island – but is he alone?

Mrs New’s             
recommended reads:                        

Action, Adventure & Mystery



Stranded in the Amazon jungle, 
will Fred survive?

A corpse disappears from the 
gym. What happened?

A science fiction mystery 
about advertising, 
androids & humans + 
friendship.

A Hogwarts of sorts but for 
villains. Filled with action 
and humour.

Mrs New’s             
recommended reads:                        

Action, Adventure & Mystery



A witch and a poetic swamp 
monster. Newbery winner.

Murder, mayhem and a 
mechanical fox in a Victorian-
style world.

A beautiful and haunting novel 
by one of today’s best children's 
writers A Carnegie winner.

A 12 year-old criminal 
mastermind attacks high-tech 
fairies.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fantasy, Adventure                      

or Magic Realism



Time-travel back to 
Shakespeare’s Globe. Superb 
writing.

A magical tale about a snowy 
kingdom controlled by an evil 
Ice Queen and Eska who breaks 
free from a cursed music box.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fantasy, Adventure                         

or Magic Realism

A zodiac goddess, a death 
daemon & Greek gods!

Will must protect the kingdom 
from evil magic.



A fantasy adventure about the 
power of words and stories.

A map-maker’s daughter, a 
missing friend & a fire demon!

A powerful family drama with 
creatures who can grant wishes.

Destruction, magic, evil, 
adventure – and rabbits!

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fantasy, Adventure  

or Magic Realism



Only Torak - and a wolf cub -
can save the world.

Drama, battles and Greek 
mythology.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fantasy, Adventure or                     

Magic Realism

Dragons, elves, monsters and 
magic; great for able readers.

Predator cities on wheels feed 
on smaller towns.



An extraordinary meld of text 
and illustration.

Step through the Narnia-like 
library door for an adventure.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fantasy, Adventure or                     

Magic Realism



Written from the point-of-view 
of Fenway, the dog. Hysterical!

A squirrel with superpowers, a 
self-described ‘cynic’ and 
comic book-style illustrations..

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fun!

Fred and Ellie love video 
games but struggle at school. 
Then they get a bizarre 
controller with hilarious results!

Super-smart boys vs farting 
robots – a funny, action-
packed novel.



Jasper creates the world’s first 
talking cat and gets rich. But are 
talking cats a good idea?

Life is not fair: Luke loves 
comics, but it is his geeky older 
brother who gets superpowers.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Fun!

A fun, moving story of a boy 
with a prosthetic hand and a 
one-legged robot.



What if your writing became 
reality – and you have created 
a savage?

Possibly the best opening to a 
story ever! Carnegie & 
Newbery winner.

Eleanor Black died in 1895 and 
now she wants to play.

A collection of intertwined, 
spine-tingling stories.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Ghost & Horror



Story ‘told’ by an exploited 
gorilla. Newbery winner.

A funny and poignant book 
sensitively exploring depression.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Relationships & Tough Situations

An exploration of an unlikely 
friendship between two very 
different boys.

After Tash’s parents are seized, 
she makes a dangerous 
journey across the mountains 
of Tibet.



An extraordinary story of 
loneliness, pain and  friendship.

A moving Newbery medal 
winner about grief and love.

Apple’s mother has returned 
after 11 years away…

Opal’s mother is gone – will a 
stray dog help?

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Relationships & Tough Situations



AJ’s grandfather has died and 
he is trying to keep his family 
together by doing what he does 
best – running.

Can Albie bring his mum back 
using quantum physics?

Because of his health,11 year-
old Joe is stuck in hospital. And 
yet…

Ade is trapped in a tower 
block with bizarre attacking 
plants.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Relationships & Tough Situations



A refugee story about trading, 
loyalty and friendship.

A story of unusual friendships 
from four points of view. 
Newbery winner.

Anna’s brother Ben is severely 
disabled. Will she cope?

Refugees in a boat sharing a 
story, hoping for freedom.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Relationships & Tough Situations

Anna’s brother Ben is severely 
disabled. Will she cope?



A heart-warming story of a boy 
with a severe facial deformity.

A beautifully written story of a 
boy and his fox, who struggle 
to reunite.

The story of a new refugee boy 
and his classmates who fight 
against the odds.

Classic story capturing  the 
love between a boy and his 
dogs. Tearjerker!

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Relationships & Tough Situations



What does it mean to be brave? 
Disability, diversity and truth.

Two stories: Ben’s is in words 
from 1977 and Rose’s is in 
pictures from 1927. A lovely mix 
of image and language.

This is the story about Harry’s 
afterlife. Poignant yet funny.

Lonely Matthew has OCD and 
stays in his room–but then a 
toddler neighbour disappears. 
Can Matthew help?

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
Relationships & Tough Situations



Stanley is a dog-handler in WWI. 
Will his dog save countless lives?

Pilot Henry is shot down over 
Nazi-occupied Europe…

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
War & History

12 year-old Olive has been 
evacuated to a lighthouse 
during WWII – but her sister is 
missing. Extraordinary.

A shocking story of friendship 
during the Holocaust.



A Jewish boy trying to find his 
parents in Nazi-occupied 
Poland.

Lily’s gran has Alzheimer’s but 
will the WWI diaries of her brave 
great-great-granddad 
reconnect them?

Why did most Jews in Nazi 
Denmark survive? Newbery 
winner.

A story of friendship between 
Angie and Harry--and of war: 
Angie finds her grandmother’s 
POW letters.

Mrs New’s recommended reads:
War & History


